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The Voices of Morebath
Eminent scholar Daniell offers a vibrant history of the
myriad translations of the Bible and what they meant
to their translators, readers, and times. 51
illustrations.
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New Testament
One of the key foundation books of the English
Reformation, The Obedience of a Christian Man
(1528) makes a radical challenge to the established
order of the all-powerful Church of its time. Himself a
priest, Tyndale boldly claims that there is just one
social structure created by God to which all must be
obedient, without the intervention of the rule of the
Pope. He argues that Christians cannot be saved
simply by performing ceremonies or by hearing the
Scriptures in Latin, which most could not understand,
and that all should have access to the Bible in their
own language - an idea that was then both bold and
dangerous. Powerful in thought and theological
learning, this is a landmark in religious and political
thinking.

The Stripping of the Altars
Recreating lay people's experience of the religion of
the pre-Reformation church, this text argues that latemedieval Catholicism was neither decadent nor
decayed, but was a strong & vigorous tradition, & that
the Reformation represented a violent rupture from a
popular & thoroughly respectable religious system.
Previous ed.: 1992.

Divine Bodies
The first comprehensive study of friendship in the
Hebrew Bible Friendship, though a topic of
considerable humanistic and cross disciplinary
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interest in contemporary scholarship, has been
largely ignored by scholars of the Hebrew Bible,
possibly because of its complexity and elusiveness.
Filling a significant gap in our knowledge and
understanding of biblical texts, Saul M. Olyan provides
this original, accessible analysis of a key form of
social relationship. In this thorough and compelling
assessment, Olyan analyzes a wide range of texts,
including prose narratives, prophetic materials,
psalms, pre-Hellenistic wisdom collections, and the
Hellenistic-era wisdom book Ben Sira. This in-depth,
contextually sensitive, and theoretically engaged
study explores how the expectations of friends and
family members overlap and differ, examining, among
other things, characteristics that make the friend a
distinct social actor; failed friendship; and friendships
in narratives such as those of Ruth and Naomi, and
Jonathan and David. Olyan presents a comprehensive
look at what constitutes friendship in the Hebrew
Bible.

Long Travail and Great Paynes
During the glory days of the French Renaissance,
young John Calvin (1509-1564) experienced a
profound conversion to the faith of the Reformation.
For the rest of his days he lived out the implications of
that transformation—as exile, inspired reformer, and
ultimately the dominant figure of the Protestant
Reformation. Calvin's vision of the Christian religion
has inspired many volumes of analysis, but this
engaging biography examines a remarkable life.
Bruce Gordon presents Calvin as a human being, a
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man at once brilliant, arrogant, charismatic,
unforgiving, generous, and shrewd. The book explores
with particular insight Calvin's self-conscious view of
himself as prophet and apostle for his age and his
struggle to tame a sense of his own superiority,
perceived by others as arrogance. Gordon looks at
Calvin's character, his maturing vision of God and
humanity, his personal tragedies and failures, his
extensive relationships with others, and the context
within which he wrote and taught. What emerges is a
man who devoted himself to the Church, inspiring and
transforming the lives of others, especially those who
suffered persecution for their religious beliefs.

God's Secretaries
A sumptuously written people’s history and a major
retelling and reinterpretation of the story of the
English Reformation Centuries on, what the
Reformation was and what it accomplished remain
deeply contentious. Peter Marshall’s sweeping new
history—the first major overview for general readers
in a generation—argues that sixteenth-century
England was a society neither desperate for nor
allergic to change, but one open to ideas of “reform”
in various competing guises. King Henry VIII wanted
an orderly, uniform Reformation, but his actions
opened a Pandora’s Box from which pluralism and
diversity flowed and rooted themselves in English life.
With sensitivity to individual experience as well as
masterfully synthesizing historical and institutional
developments, Marshall frames the perceptions and
actions of people great and small, from monarchs and
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bishops to ordinary families and ecclesiastics, against
a backdrop of profound change that altered the
meanings of “religion” itself. This engaging history
reveals what was really at stake in the overthrow of
Catholic culture and the reshaping of the English
Church.

The Roots of William Tyndale's Theology
This comprehensive exploration of language and
literacy in the multi-lingual environment of Roman
Palestine (c. 63 B.C.E. to 136 C.E.) is based on Michael
Wise’s extensive study of 145 Hebrew, Aramaic,
Greek, and Nabataean contracts and letters
preserved among the Bar Kokhba texts, a valuable
cache of ancient Middle Eastern artifacts. His
investigation of Judean documentary and epistolary
culture derives for the first time numerical data
concerning literacy rates, language choices, and
writing fluency during the two-century span between
Pompey’s conquest and Hadrian’s rule. He explores
questions of who could read in these ancient times of
Jesus and Hillel, what they read, and how language
worked in this complex multi-tongued milieu. Included
also is an analysis of the ways these documents were
written and the interplay among authors, secretaries,
and scribes. Additional analysis provides readers with
a detailed picture of the people, families, and lives
behind the texts.

Friendship in the Hebrew Bible
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Works of William Tyndale 2 Vol Set
Facsimile reprint of the first English translation from
Greek of the New Testament.

The Shadow of a Great Rock
Written by one of the world's greatest authorities on
Martin Luther, this is the definitive biography of the
central figure of the Protestant Reformation. “A
brilliant account of Luther’s evolution as a man, a
thinker, and a Christian. . . . Every person interested
in Christianity should put this on his or her reading
list.”—Lawrence Cunningham, Commonweal “This is
the biography of Luther for our time by the world’s
foremost authority.”—Steven Ozment, Harvard
University “If the world is to gain from Luther it must
turn to the real Luther—furious, violent, foul-mouthed,
passionately concerned. Him it will find in Oberman’s
book, a labour of love.”—G. R. Elton, Journal of
Ecclesiastical History

The Life and Writings of John Frith
(1503-1533)
A provocative book from a highly original scholar,
challenging much of what we know about early
Christian manuscripts In this bold and groundbreaking
book, Brent Nongbri provides an up-to-date
introduction to the major collections of early Christian
manuscripts and demonstrates that much of what we
thought we knew about these books and fragments is
mistaken. While biblical scholars have expended
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much effort in their study of the texts contained
within our earliest Christian manuscripts, there has
been a surprising lack of interest in thinking about
these books as material objects with individual,
unique histories. We have too often ignored the ways
that the antiquities market obscures our knowledge of
the origins of these manuscripts. Through painstaking
archival research and detailed studies of our most
important collections of early Christian manuscripts,
Nongbri vividly shows how the earliest Christian books
are more than just carriers of texts or samples of
handwriting. They are three-dimensional
archaeological artifacts with fascinating stories to tell,
if we’re willing to listen.

Martyrdom and Terrorism
Two leading academic scholars offer the first
comprehensive source reader on the Eastern
Orthodox church for the English-speaking world.
Designed specifically for students and accessible to
readers with little or no previous knowledge of
theology or religious history, this essential, one-of-akind work frames, explores, and interprets Eastern
Orthodoxy through the use of primary sources and
documents. Lively introductions and short narratives
that touch on anthropology, art, law, literature, music,
politics, women’s studies, and a host of other areas
are woven together to provide a coherent and
fascinating history of the Eastern Orthodox Christian
tradition.

Calvinism
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The author organizes and evaluates the prevalent
narratives of religious history that scholars have
deployed over the past century and are advancing
today. He argues that contemporary scholarly
discourse on religion can be categorized according to
seven central narratives: subtraction, renewal,
transsecular, postnaturalist, construct, perennial, and
developmental. He examines the basic logic, insights,
and limitations of each of these narratives which
offers an incisive, broad, and original perspective on
religion in the modern world.

The Parable of the Wicked Mammon
William Tyndale
DIVThis briskly told history of Reformed Protestantism
takes these churches through their entire 500-year
history—from sixteenth-century Zurich and Geneva to
modern locations as far flung as Seoul and São Paulo.
D. G. Hart explores specifically the social and political
developments that enabled Calvinism to establish a
global presence./divDIV /divDIVHart’s approach
features significant episodes in the institutional
history of Calvinism that are responsible for its
contemporary profile. He traces the political and
religious circumstances that first created space for
Reformed churches in Europe and later contributed to
Calvinism’s expansion around the world. He discusses
the effects of the American and French Revolutions on
ecclesiastical establishments as well as nineteenthand twentieth-century communions, particularly in
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Scotland, the Netherlands, the United States, and
Germany, that directly challenged church dependence
on the state. Raising important questions about
secularization, religious freedom, privatization of
faith, and the place of religion in public life, this book
will appeal not only to readers with interests in the
history of religion but also in the role of religion in
political and social life today./div

The Yi River Commentary on the Book of
Changes
A translation of a key commentary on perhaps the
most broadly influential text of classical China This
book is a translation of a key commentary on the
Book of Changes, or Yijing (I Ching), perhaps the most
broadly influential text of classical China. The Yijing
first appeared as a divination text in Zhou-dynasty
China (ca. 1045-256 bce) and later became a work of
cosmology, philosophy, and political theory as
commentators supplied it with new meanings. While
many English translations of the Yijing itself exist,
none are paired with a historical commentary as
thorough and methodical as that written by the
Confucian scholar Cheng Yi, who turned the original
text into a coherent work of political theory.

Jonathan Edwards
This ebook is a selective guide designed to help
scholars and students of Islamic studies find reliable
sources of information by directing them to the best
available scholarly materials in whatever form or
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format they appear from books, chapters, and journal
articles to online archives, electronic data sets, and
blogs. Written by a leading international authority on
the subject, the ebook provides bibliographic
information supported by direct recommendations
about which sources to consult and editorial
commentary to make it clear how the cited sources
are interrelated related. This ebook is a static version
of an article from Oxford Bibliographies Online:
Renaissance and Reformation, a dynamic,
continuously updated, online resource designed to
provide authoritative guidance through scholarship
and other materials relevant to the study of European
history and culture between the 14th and 17th
centuries. Oxford Bibliographies Online covers most
subject disciplines within the social science and
humanities, for more information visit
www.oxfordbibliographies.com.

God's Bestseller
Translated by William Tyndale Reprint of 1534 edition
with modern spelling 6 1/8 x 8 % Font size: 11

A Little History of Religion
Luther
To such a work of exposition and application Tyndale
gave himself with a passion, and in so doing not only
proved himself a master of true biblical interpretation,
but has left to posterity works of lasting value.
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Bedouin Culture in the Bible
Essays on Shakespeare, Elizabeth Cary, Erasmus,
George Puttenham, William Tyndale, and the Virginia
Company, among other topics.

The Bible in English
A network of complex currents flowed across
Jacobean England. This was the England of
Shakespeare, Jonson, and Bacon; the era of the
Gunpowder Plot and the worst outbreak of the plague.
Jacobean England was both more godly and less godly
than the country had ever been, and the entire
culture was drawn taut between these polarities. This
was the world that created the King James Bible. It is
the greatest work of English prose ever written, and it
is no coincidence that the translation was made at the
moment "Englishness," specifically the English
language itself, had come into its first passionate
maturity. The English of Jacobean England has a more
encompassing idea of its own scope than any form of
the language before or since. It drips with potency
and sensitivity. The age, with all its conflicts, explains
the book. This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages
of insights into the book, including author interviews,
recommended reading, and more.

1526 William Tyndale New Testament
The first contemporary analysis of Bedouin and
biblical cultures sheds new light on biblical laws,
practices, and Bedouin history Written by one of the
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world’s leading scholars of Bedouin culture, this
groundbreaking book sheds new light on significant
points of convergence between Bedouin and early
Israelite cultures, as manifested in the Hebrew Bible.
Bailey compares Bedouin and biblical sources,
identifying overlaps in economic activity, material
culture, social values, social organization, laws,
religious practices, and oral traditions. He examines
the question of whether some early Israelites were
indeed nomads as the Bible presents them, offering a
new angle on the controversy over the identity of the
early Israelites and a new cultural perspective to
scholars of the Bible and the Bedouin alike.

The New Testament
In this, his most comprehensive and accessible study
of influence, Bloom leads readers through the
labyrinthine paths which link the writers and critics
who have informed and inspired him for so many
years.

Language and Literacy in Roman Judaea
This translation first appeared in a privately printed
edition in 1904 (the translator remains anonymous).
With an Introduction by Derek Matravers. When it was
first published in 1781, The Confessions scandalised
Europe with its emotional honesty and frank
treatment of the author's sexual and intellectual
development. Since then, it has had a more profound
impact on European thought. Rousseau left posterity
a model of the reflective life - the solitary,
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uncompromising individual, the enemy of servitude
and habit and the selfish egoist who dedicates his life
to a particular ideal. The Confessions recreates the
world in which he progressed from incompetent
engraver to grand success; his enthusiasm for
experience, his love of nature, and his
uncompromising character make him an ideal guide
to eighteenth-century Europe, and he was the author
of some of the most profound work ever written on
the relation between the individual and the state.

A supplicacyon for the beggers [by S.
Fish].
"Superb and engrossing" ("The Washington Post Book
World"), the definitive biography of Jonathan Edwards,
America's most important religious figure, draws on
newly available sources to reveal how he was shaped
by the cultural and religious battles of his time. 30
illustrations.

Renaissance Papers 2003
A path-breaking scholar's insightful reexamination of
the resurrection of the body and the construction of
the self When people talk about the resurrection they
often assume that the bodies in the afterlife will be
perfect. But which version of our bodies gets
resurrected--young or old, healthy or sick, real-to-life
or idealized? What bodily qualities must be recast in
heaven for a body to qualify as both ours and
heavenly? The resurrection is one of the foundational
statements of Christian theology, but when it comes
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to the New Testament only a handful of passages
helps us answer the question "What will those bodies
be like?" More problematically, the selection and
interpretation of these texts are grounded in
assumptions about the kinds of earthly bodies that
are most desirable. Drawing upon previously
unexplored evidence in ancient medicine, philosophy,
and culture, this illuminating book both revisits
central texts--such as the resurrection of Jesus--and
mines virtually ignored passages in the Gospels to
show how the resurrection of the body addresses
larger questions about identity and the self.

The Anatomy of Influence
Seven Ways of Looking at Religion
For curious readers young and old, a rich and colorful
history of religion from humanity’s earliest days to our
own contentious times In an era of hardening religious
attitudes and explosive religious violence, this book
offers a welcome antidote. Richard Holloway retells
the entire history of religion—from the dawn of
religious belief to the twenty-first century—with
deepest respect and a keen commitment to accuracy.
Writing for those with faith and those without, and
especially for young readers, he encourages curiosity
and tolerance, accentuates nuance and mystery, and
calmly restores a sense of the value of faith. Ranging
far beyond the major world religions of Judaism,
Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, and Hinduism,
Holloway also examines where religious belief comes
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from, the search for meaning throughout history,
today’s fascinations with Scientology and creationism,
religiously motivated violence, hostilities between
religious people and secularists, and more. Holloway
proves an empathic yet discerning guide to the
enduring significance of faith and its power from
ancient times to our own.

Tyndale's Old Testament
Paul was the most influential figure in the early
Christian church. In this epistle, written to the
founders of the church in Rome, he sets out some of
his ideas on the importance of faith in overcoming
mankind's innate sinfulness and in obtaining
redemption. With an introduction by Ruth Rendell

God's Library
This work reevaluates the biblical house of the father
in light of the anthropological critique of the
patrilineal model. It uncovers and defines the
contours of an underappreciated yet socially
significant kinship unit in the Bible: 'the house of the
mother.'

Tyndale's New Testament
The King James Bible stands at "the sublime summit
of literature in English," sharing the honor only with
Shakespeare, Harold Bloom contends in the opening
pages of this illuminating literary tour. Distilling the
insights acquired from a significant portion of his
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career as a brilliant critic and teacher, he offers
readers at last the book he has been writing "all my
long life," a magisterial and intimately perceptive
reading of the King James Bible as a literary
masterpiece. Bloom calls it an "inexplicable wonder"
that a rather undistinguished group of writers could
bring forth such a magnificent work of literature, and
he credits William Tyndale as their fountainhead.
Reading the King James Bible alongside Tyndale's
Bible, the Geneva Bible, and the original Hebrew and
Greek texts, Bloom highlights how the translators and
editors improved upon--or, in some cases,
diminished--the earlier versions. He invites readers to
hear the baroque inventiveness in such sublime books
as the Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, and Job, and alerts
us to the echoes of the King James Bible in works from
the Romantic period to the present day. Throughout,
Bloom makes an impassioned and convincing case for
reading the King James Bible as literature, free from
dogma and with an appreciation of its enduring
aesthetic value.

The House of the Mother
Reformer John Frith was burned as a heretic during
the reign of Henry VIII because he denied the Roman
dogmas of purgatory and transubstantiation. This
study seeks to trace the origin of Frith's adiaphorism.

Heretics and Believers
The English Bible--the most familiar book in our
language--is the product of a man who was exiled,
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vilified, betrayed, then strangled, then burnt. William
Tyndale left England in 1524 to translate the word of
God into English. This was heresy, punishable by
death. Sir Thomas More, hailed as a saint and a man
for all seasons, considered it his divine duty to pursue
Tyndale. He did so with an obsessive ferocity that, in
all probability, led to Tyndale's capture and death.
The words that Tyndale wrote during his desperate
exile have a beauty and familiarity that still resonate
across the English-speaking world: "Death, where is
thy sting?eat, drink, and be merryour Father which art
in heaven." His New Testament, which he translated,
edited, financed, printed, and smuggled into England
in 1526, passed with few changes into subsequent
versions of the Bible. So did those books of the Old
Testament that he lived to finish. Brian Moynahan's
lucid and meticulously researched biography
illuminates Tyndale's life, from his childhood in
England, to his death outside Brussels. It chronicles
the birth pangs of the Reformation, the wrath of
Henry VIII, the sympathy of Anne Boleyn, and the
consuming malice of Thomas More. Above all, it
reveals the English Bible as a labor of love, for which
a man in an age more spiritual than our own willingly
gave his life.

English Reformation: Oxford
Bibliographies Online Research Guide
William Tyndale is one of the most important of the
early reformers, and particularly through his
translation of the New Testament, has had a
formative influence on the development of the English
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language and religious thought. The sources of his
theology are, however, not immediately clear, and
historians have often seen him as being influenced
chiefly by continental, and in particular Lutheran,
ideas. In his important new book, Ralph Werrell shows
that the most important influences were to befound
closer to home, and that the home-grown Wycliffite
tradition was of far greater importance. In doing so,
Werrell shows that the apparent differences between
Tyndale's writings from the period before 1530 and
his later writings, in the period leading up to his arrest
and martyrdom in 1526, are spurious, and that a
simpler explanation is that his ideas were formed as a
result of an upbringing in a household in which
Wycliffite ideas were accepted. Werrell explores the
impact of humanist writers, and above all Erasmus, on
the development of Tyndale's thought. He also shows
how far Tyndale's theology, fully developed by 1525,
was from that of the continental reformers. He then
examines in detail some of the main strands of
Tyndale's thought - and in particular, doctrines such
as the Fall, Salvation, the Sacraments and the Blood
of Christ - showing how different they are from Luther
and most other contemporary reformers. While
Tyndale, in his early writings, used some of Luther's
writings, he made theological changes and additions
to Luther's text. The influences of John Trevisa, Wyclif
and the later Wycliffite writers were far more
important. Werrell shows that without accepting the
huge influence of the Wycliffite ideas, Tyndale's
significance as a theologian, and the development of
the English Reformation cannot be fully understood.
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The Obedience of a Christian Man
Some of England's most fascinating Renaissance texts
have been forgotten by historians, literary critics and
theologians alike. The earliest printed Bibles in the
English language provide an astonishingly rich
resource for interdisciplinary studies in the 21st
century. Long Travail and Great Paynes is a close
textual analysis of seven texts that for a wide range
of reasons, but no good ones, have been reduced to
paratextual entries in general histories of the English
Bible. Through extensive collations of her own,
Westbrook uncovers the work of seven Renaissance
Bible translator-revisers and argues forcefully for a
new agenda to replace the outmoded and
inappropriate one of evaluating Renaissance Bibles
according to the extent of their influence on the 1611
King James Authorised Version. Every sixteenthcentury text reflects something of the historical
dynamic in which it was created, and English
Renaissance Bibles, with their ever-changing text and
paratext, have their own unique stories to tell.

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to The
Romans
Traces the life of William Tyndale, the first person to
translate the Bible into English from the original Greek
and Hebrew and discusses the social, literary,
religious, and intellectual implications of his work.

Eastern Orthodox Christianity
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In recent years, terrorism has become closely
associated with martyrdom in the minds of many
terrorists and in the view of nations around the world.
In Islam, martyrdom is mostly conceived as "bearing
witness" to faith and God. Martyrdom is also central
to the Christian tradition, not only in the form of
Christ's Passion or saints faced with persecution and
death, but in the duty to lead a good and charitable
life. In both religions, the association of religious
martyrdom with political terror has a long and difficult
history. The essays of this volume illuminate this
history--following, for example, Christian martyrdom
from its origins in the Roman world, to the experience
of the deaths of "terrorist" leaders of the French
Revolution, to parallels in the contemporary
world--and explore historical parallels among Islamic,
Christian, and secular traditions. Featuring essays
from eminent scholars in a wide range of disciplines,
Martyrdom and Terrorism provides a timely
comparative history of the practices and discourses of
terrorism and martyrdom from antiquity to the twentyfirst century.

Calvin
In the fifty years between 1530 and 1580, England
moved from being one of the most lavishly Catholic
countries in Europe to being a Protestant nation, a
land of whitewashed churches and antipapal
preaching. What was the impact of this religious
change in the countryside? And how did country
people feel about the revolutionary upheavals that
transformed their mental and material worlds under
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Henry VIII and his three children? In this book a
reformation historian takes us inside the mind and
heart of Morebath, a remote and tiny sheep farming
village on the southern edge of Exmoor. The bulk of
Morebath’s conventional archives have long since
vanished. But from 1520 to 1574, through nearly all
the drama of the English Reformation, Morebath’s
only priest, Sir Christopher Trychay, kept the parish
accounts on behalf of the churchwardens.
Opinionated, eccentric, and talkative, Sir Christopher
filled these vivid scripts for parish meetings with the
names and doings of his parishioners. Through his
eyes we catch a rare glimpse of the life and preReformation piety of a sixteenth-century English
village. The book also offers a unique window into a
rural world in crisis as the Reformation progressed. Sir
Christopher Trychay’s accounts provide direct
evidence of the motives which drove the hitherto lawabiding West-Country communities to participate in
the doomed Prayer-Book Rebellion of 1549
culminating in the siege of Exeter that ended in
bloody defeat and a wave of executions. Its church
bells confiscated and silenced, Morebath shared in the
punishment imposed on all the towns and villages of
Devon and Cornwall. Sir Christopher documents the
changes in the community, reluctantly Protestant and
increasingly preoccupied with the secular demands of
the Elizabethan state, the equipping of armies, and
the payment of taxes. Morebath’s priest, garrulous to
the end of his days, describes a rural world
irrevocably altered and enables us to hear the voices
of his villagers after four hundred years of silence.
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The History of the English Bible
Translated by William Tyndale Reprint of 1534 edition
with modern spelling 643 pp.
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